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on her mettle and she began to hit. Sophie van Leyden
was left standing, and even De Greve had to play all out.
She passed him at the net. She plugged him in the back-
hand corner. She could do nothing wrong. She didn't
speak to me for five games and we won them all. Then,
suddenly, after bringing off a drive like the kick of a mule,
she turned round to me with her eyes glistening and
smiled one of her pleasantest, laziest smiles. 'Well, that's
that!' she said. And so it was. She played afterwards like a
lady and we quietly lost the set. . . . There's rain," he
added, looking at a splashed window-pane; "that probably
puts the lid on tennis for this afternoon. It's cold too. I
suppose you'll go back to your library?"
ul expect so. Why?"
"If we're going to have an afternoon in—what about a
game of chess?"
They went into the upper sitting-room when their meal
was over and took out the chessmen, a great ivory set of
German origin, given to the Baron by Narwitz and lent by
Julie to the cottage, a beautiful set deeply carved, cool and
sharp beneath the fingers. The first game was short, for
Lewis allowed a bishop to become entangled and lost his
king's knight in an attempt to protect it. "You ought to
have seen that trap. Your mind wasn't on it," RamsdeU
said. He began to re-set the pieces for a new game, but
before the array was complete his eye fell on a newspaper
paragraph that mentioned the pyramids, and soon he was
speculating on the mechanics of building in ancient Egypt.
Scrambling to his knees on the floor and spreading out
paper there, he showed, with diagrams and slide-rule and
with the poker as model, how unexpectedly small was the
man-power necessary to raise a great monolith. He was one
of those naval officers who temper a keen professionalism
with a passion for argument on remote unprofessional sub-
jects. He would sit down to what he called a ucag" as
eagerly and as patiently as a dog before a rabbit hole, and
Lewis was fascinated by the variety of his knowledge, the
product of wide, scattered reading and an abnormal memory
for detail. He was expert in chronometers and in the his-

